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93 points  

 

93Points 

Notes of anise and white blossoms perfume this 

gorgeously sheer Riesling. It's intensely sweet, 

bursting with honey, grapefruit and tangerine 

flavors, yet balanced neatly by high-toned acidity 

and a uniquely herbal flair., issue Oct 1st, 2016 
 

 

92 points  
Fresh yellow peaches seem to be layered in honey 

and pollen throughout this lusciously sweet, lip-

smacking Riesling. The midpalate bristles with 

acidity, but it's harmoniously balanced, bursting of 

fresh apples and lemons. The finish is elegant and 

long, laced in soft tea tannins. 

issue Oct 1st, 2016 

 

 

92 points  

Perfumed and so pretty, this lively kabinett abounds 

with aromas and flavors of sweet citrus, pineapple 

and mango. Lavish lavender and potpourri notes 

persist from nose to finish, lending elegance to this 

otherwise juicy fruity wine. The sweet-tart tangerine 

finish is long and meandering 

issue Oct 1st, 2016 
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 91 points  

Stone, smoke and mineral oil aromas juxtapose 

deeply concentrated flavors of peach, tangerine and 

quince on the palate of this deftly balanced Riesling. 

While dry in style, it's lusciously mouth-filling, 

suggesting swirls of honey and citrus. A long, steel-

touched finish dries everything up nicely. It's lovely 

now but should continue to improve through 2022 

and likely beyond 

issue Oct 1st, 2016 

91 points 

Delicate notes of waxy lemon peel and apple waft 

from this light-footed spätlese. Its honeyed 

sweetness penetrates to the core, accenting flavors of 

pressed apple and pear. The finish is zesty and spry, 

leaving only a hint of black-tea tannins. 
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91 points  

The nose of this pretty kabinett starts off demure, 

wafting fresh grapefruit, sage and lavender scents. 

The palate, by contrast, boasts tropical mango and 

berry tones. Boldly concentrated and brisk in acidity, 

it's a punchy, four-square Riesling with appeal well 

into the 2020s. 
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Best Buy     90Points   
In contrast to a nose that's more mineral than fruit, 

the intensity of this wine's voluptuous nectarine and 

yellow peach flavors surprise. It's dry in style but 

with a succulent fruitiness that clings delectably to 

the palate. Finishes long and lean with a tang of 

steely minerality. Drink now through 2019 
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90 points  

A hint of burnt sugar persists from nose to finish on 

this bright, delectably juicy late-harvest Riesling. Its 

fruit profile progresses from delicate apple and 

lemon to concentrated yellow peach and nectarine. 

Razor-edged acidity keeps all the fruitiness in 

balance, finishing bright and brisk 

issue Oct 1st, 2016 

 

 

87 points  

 

Scents of blossom and fresh apple in this off-dry 

Riesling suggest an orchard in early summer. 

Equally fresh and summery, the palate boasts bright 

apple and lemon flavors. Straightforward yet 

refreshing, it's a pretty quaffer finishing on a delicate 

bramble note. 
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